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Neutron spectrum

Rule of twos:

• Energy of 20 meV
• Wavelength of 2 Å
• Speed of 2000 m/s
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Neutron Interferometer

• Gravity 
• Magne#c
• Coriolis
• Aharonov-Cashеr
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The Neutron Interferometer and Op2cs Facility

Isolated 40,000 Kg room is supported by six airsprings
Ac#ve Vibra#on Control eliminates vibra#ons less than 10Hz 
Temperature Controlled to +/- 5 mK
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Experimental Realization of Decoherence-Free Subspace in Neutron Interferometry
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A decoherence-free subspace (DFS) is an important class of quantum-error-correcting (QEC) codes that

have been proposed for fault-tolerant quantum computation. The applications of QEC techniques,

however, are not limited to quantum-information processing (QIP). Here we demonstrate how QEC

codes may be used to improve experimental designs of quantum devices to achieve noise suppression. In

particular, neutron interferometry is used as a test bed to show the potential for adding quantum error

correction to quantum measurements. We built a five-blade neutron interferometer that incorporates both a

standard Mach-Zender configuration and a configuration based on a DFS. Experiments verify that the DFS

interferometer is protected against low-frequency mechanical vibrations. We anticipate these improve-

ments will increase the range of applications for matter-wave interferometry.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.107.150401 PACS numbers: 03.75.Dg, 03.65.!w, 03.67.Pp, 42.50.!p

A major challenge in the development of quantum com-
puters [1,2] and quantum devices is combatting noise,
which dephases or decoherences the quantum state and
causes it to become classical [3]. Fortunately, the ideas of
quantum error correction [4] have shown us how to protect
fragile quantum information by encoding into a larger
Hilbert space [5]. With a decoherence-free subspace
(DFS) the information is passively protected against noise
with a certain symmetry without requiring additional re-
sources [6]

QEC codes have been experimentally demonstrated on
several systems [7], but their relevance to experimental
design has not yet been fully appreciated. We have pre-
viously suggested that a QEC code may be used to design a
matter-wave interferometer robust to the dominant noise
source, which affects the device quality [8]. Here we
demonstrate the realization of such neutron interferometer,
which uses a DFS to suppress errors induced by low-
freqeuncy mechanical vibrations. The required symmetry
arises from the noise being a common mode vibration of
the entire interferometer.

Matter-wave interferometers are important tools in the
understanding of quantum mechanics [9], but are suscep-
tible to environmental noise due to the slow velocities of
matter waves. When describing the phase of the particle
inside the interferometer by a classical action along differ-
ent interferometer paths, we must account for the motion of
the device. While traversing a standard Mach-Zender (MZ)
interferometer, a particle’s momentum and path length will
be modified depending on the velocity of the interferome-
ter, causing a relative phase to develop between the two
paths. By labeling the paths, mechanical vibrations distin-
guish between them and destroy the quantum coherence of

the device. This leads to a loss of contrast—a measure of
the quality of the device related to the amount of coherence
between the two paths. The DFS version of the MZ design
compensates for the change in relative phase between the
two paths, causing the noise to act unitarily on these two
paths. The interferometer, then, becomes decoupled from
low-frequency vibrations. The immediate consequence of
this work is that the DFS interferometer eliminates the
need for large vibration isolation systems, making the
device more compact and accessible to research in fields
such as condensed matter, biology, and spintronics.
We demonstrate the improvements offered by the DFS

design by machining a five-blade single crystal neutron
interferometer that incorporates both the MZ [10,11] and
DFS [8] interferometers in one crystal. The switch between
designs occurs in situ by moving cadmium (Cd) beam
blocks. In Fig. 1(a) we show a drawing of the five-blade
interferometer used in this study. It was cut from a crystal
Si ingot at the University of Missouri machine shop. The
interferometer blades are oriented perpendicular to the
(220) crystal planes. The incoming neutron beam coher-
ently splits at these blades by Bragg scattering. To preserve
crystallographic registration of the blades, each blade re-
mains attached to the common base.
As shown in Fig. 1, the neutron beam enters the single

crystal interferometer from the left and is split coherently
by the first blade over two paths. Blades 2, 3, and 4 direct
the beams through four different paths and recombine them
at the last (fifth) blade. Interference of these paths is
observed by 3He detectors placed in the O and H beams.
Using Cd blocks we can selectively absorb all neutrons in a
given path. As shown in Fig. 1(b), by placing Cd blocks we
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The phenomenon of interference plays a crucial role in the field of precision measurement science. Wave-
particle duality has expanded the well-known interference effects of electromagnetic waves to massive particles.
The majority of the wave-particle interference experiments require a near monochromatic beam which limits
its applications due to the resulting low intensity. Here we demonstrate white beam interference in the far-field
regime using a two-phase-grating neutron interferometer and its application to phase-contrast imaging. The
functionality of this interferometer is based on the universal moiré effect that allows us to improve upon the
standard Lau setup. Interference fringes were observed with monochromatic and polychromatic neutron beams
for both continuous and pulsed beams. Far-field neutron interferometry allows for the full utilization of intense
neutron sources for precision measurements of gradient fields. It also overcomes the alignment, stability, and
fabrication challenges associated with the more familiar perfect-crystal neutron interferometer, as well as avoids
the loss of intensity due to the absorption analyzer grating requirement in Talbot-Lau interferometer.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.95.043637

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of the neutron [1] led to the construction of a
variety of phase-sensitive neutron interferometers. Thermal
and cold neutrons are a particularly convenient probe of
matter and quantum mechanics postulates given their relatively
large mass, nanometer-sized wavelengths, and zero electric
charge. One of the first neutron interferometers [2] was based
on wave-front division using a Fresnel biprism setup. The
perfect-crystal neutron interferometer (NI), based on ampli-
tude division, has achieved the most success due to its size
and modest path separation of a few centimeters. Numerous
perfect-crystal NI experiments have been performed exploring
the nature of the neutron and its interactions [3–9]. However,
perfect-crystal neutron interferometry requires extreme forms
of environmental isolation [10,11], which significantly limits
its expansion and development.

Advances in micro- and nanofabrication of periodic struc-
tures with features ranging between 1 and 100 µm makes
it possible to employ absorption and phase gratings as
practical optical components for neutron beams. The first
demonstration of a Mach-Zehnder-based grating NI in 1985
[12] used 21-µm periodic reflection gratings as beam splitters
for monochromatic (λ = 0.315 nm) neutrons. A few years

*dmitry.pushin@uwaterloo.ca

later, a three-transmission-phase-grating Mach-Zehnder NI
was demonstrated for cold neutrons (0.2 nm < λ < 50 nm)
[13–16]. The need for cold or very cold neutrons with a
high degree of collimation limits the use of such interfer-
ometers in material science and condensed-matter research.
An alternative approach was the Talbot-Lau interferometer
(TLI) proposed by Clauser and Li for cold potassium ions
and x-ray interferometry [17] and implemented by Pfeiffer
et al. for neutrons [18]. The TLI is based on the near-field
Talbot effect [19] and uses a combination of absorption and
phase gratings. In this setup the sample, introduced in front
of the phase grating (middle grating), modifies the phase
and amplitude of the Talbot self-image. While the previously
mentioned Mach-Zehnder-type grating interferometers are
sensitive to phase shifts induced by a sample located in one
arm of the interferometer, this near-field TLI is sensitive to
phase gradients caused by a sample. Even though chromatic
sensitivity of the TLI is reduced, thus leading to a gain
in neutron intensity, in this setup the absorption gratings
are challenging to manufacture and limits the incident flux
reaching the detector; while the neutron wavelength spread
will cause contrast loss as the distance to interference fringes
(fractional Talbot distance) is inversely proportional to the
neutron wavelength.

It has been previously demonstrated for atoms and elec-
tromagnetic waves that the two-grating TLI setup produces
fringes in the far field [20–23]. This “Lau effect” [24] requires

2469-9926/2017/95(4)/043637(7) 043637-1 ©2017 American Physical Society
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Area Applications
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We demonstrate a three phase-grating moiré neutron interferometer in a highly intense neutron beam as a
robust candidate for large area interferometry applications and for the characterization of materials. This
novel far-field moiré technique allows for broad wavelength acceptance and relaxed requirements related to
fabrication and alignment, thus circumventing the main obstacles associated with perfect crystal neutron
interferometry. We observed interference fringes with an interferometer length of 4 m and examined the
effects of an aluminum 6061 alloy sample on the coherence of the system. Experiments to measure the
autocorrelation length of samples and the universal gravitational constant are proposed and discussed.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.113201

Interferometers employing particle self-interference have
proven to be an extremely sensitive measuring tool,
allowing for the precise characterization of material proper-
ties as well as measurements of fundamental constants
[1,2]. Neutrons, in particular, are a convenient probe due to
their relatively large mass, electric neutrality, and subnan-
ometer-sized wavelengths. The earliest neutron interfer-
ometer (NI) was formed via a pair of prisms and, through
wave front division, achieved Fresnel interference effects
with up to 60 μm path separations [3]. Amplitude division
from Bragg diffraction off of crystal planes was later used
to make perfect crystal NIs with Mach-Zehnder (MZ) path
separations of several centimeters [4]. This relatively large
path separation along with the macroscopic size of the
interferometer contributed to its success in exploring the
nature of the neutron and its interactions [5–10]. However,
perfect crystal NIs possess a very narrow wavelength
acceptance, are difficult to fabricate, and operate only
under stringent forms of vibration isolation and beam

collimation [11–15]. This limits their widespread adaption
at many neutron sources.
Microfabricated periodic structures have been employed

as neutron optical elements to produce quantum interfer-
ence. This led to a demonstration of a MZ -based grating
NI with reflection gratings [16] and a three phase-grating
MZ NI for low energy (<1 meV) neutrons [17–20].
However, the inherently low intensity of <1 meV neutrons
makes it difficult for these grating interferometers to
outperform the perfect crystal NI.
Here, we demonstrate a broadband, three phase-grating

moire interferometer (PGMI) operating in the far field. The
schematic diagram of the setup is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
three PGMI employs the universal moiré effect [21] and is
an extension to the recently demonstrated two phase-
grating moiré neutron interferometer [22,23]. Contrary to
the typical MZ interferometers that have two separate and
distinct beam paths, the PGMI works in the full field of a
cone beam from a finite source, similar to in-line holo-
graphic devices. Such full-field systems can be understood
intuitively in the framework of Fourier imaging developed
by Cowley and Moodie [24,25]: the second grating
produces a series of achromatic Fourier images of the first
grating at a specific “echo plane” downstream. The third
grating is detuned from the echo plane to produce a phase
moiré effect with the Fourier images, which is observed as a

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
Further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to
the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal citation,
and DOI.
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FIG. 3. a) The two-PGMI setup with two 2D phase-gratings. The moiré pattern at the camera manifests a 2D moiré pattern
that possesses an x and y periodicity of pM = LpG/d, where L is the distance from the slit to camera, pG is the period of the
phase-gratings, and d is the distance between the two phase-gratings. b) The Fourier transform of the intensity pattern shows
2D di↵raction orders. c) The observed intensity profile at the camera can be integrated along x or y to independently analyze
the contrast along the two orthogonal directions, thereby providing an in-situ reference signal when considering 1D forces and
structures.

trast.

B. 2D phase-gratings

Here we aim to explore the 2D moiré pattern that
possesses a periodicity along two orthogonal directions.
There are many variations possible for 2D phase-grating
profiles. For our experiments we chose a profile of:

� =
Nbc�D

2
sgn [cos (kGx) + cos (kGy)� 1] (2)

which is essentially a 2D array of circular holes as shown
in the SEM images of Appendix A. The setup schematic
is depicted on Fig. 3a. The 2D moiré pattern at the
camera possesses a sinusoidal pattern in both the x and
y directions. Therefore, its Fourier transform shows 2D
di↵raction orders as depicted in Fig. 3b. The 2D moiré
pattern can be integrated along either Cartesian direc-
tion as shown in Fig. 3c where we consider the y-axis to
be along Earth’s gravity and the x-axis along the per-
pendicular direction. The shown profile is obtained by
considering the phase-grating separation of d = 12.5 mm
and � = 5 Å�6 Å wavelength distribution, and the ob-
served intensity profile at the camera has been rotated
by ✓ = 13.3� (corresponding to the maximum contrast
location in a contrast vs ✓ plot).

The measured contrast as a function of phase-grating
separation (d) for a polychromatic wavelength distribu-
tion is shown on Fig. 4a, and Fig. 4b shows wavelength-
dependent contrast for a particular d. See Appendix B

for the wavelength distribution profile. Using the k-space
model of Ref. [36] it can be confirmed that even when
accounting for gravity the di↵erence between the con-
trasts along the two directions should have been negligi-
ble for the given experimental parameters, and that the
observed di↵erence is most likely due to the di↵erence
in slit sizes. The 2D slit was composed of a sequence of
two perpendicular 1D slits each made by bringing two
cadmium pieces together with the target gap of 500 µm.
Performing a least squares fit to the two slit sizes we find
good agreement with 643 µm ±49 µm for slit along x and
790 µm ±50 µm for slit along y. These values are well
within the expected experimental uncertainties.

Fig. 4c shows the wavelength-dependent phase shift
that can be used to quantify the e↵ect of gravity. In a
two-PGMI the main contribution to the gravitationally
induced phase shifts is the neutron fall (�y) between the
second phase-grating and the neutron camera:

�g =
2⇡�y

pM
cos ✓ + C0 =

⇡g

pM

✓
L2m�

h

◆2

cos ✓ + C0 (3)

where ✓ is the angle between the moiré vector and the
gravitational force vector, g is the acceleration due to
Earth’s gravity, m is the mass of the neutron, h is the
Plank’s constant, and C0 is an arbitrary o↵set. We
find good agreement between the expected and observed
wavelength-dependent phase shifts.

D. Sarenac, et. al. “Phase and contrast moiré signatures in two-dimensional cone beam interferometry”, arXiv:2311.02261 
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FIG. 1. a) The two-PGMI setup with fork-dislocation phase-gratings. In our experiments we employed and characterized
{qG1 = 0, qG2 = 4} and {qG1 = 0, qG2 = 7} configurations. The moiré pattern at the camera manifests a phase-singularity with
a topological charge of qM = �qG and with moiré period of pM = LpG/d, where L is the distance from the slit to camera,
pG is the period of the phase-gratings, and d is the distance between the two phase-gratings. b) The Fourier transform of the
intensity pattern possesses doughnut-shaped di↵raction orders indicative of helical phase structures [32]. c) Simulated intensity
profile where the size of the smear (�) centered on the phase-singularity is determined by the size of the slit (s). A convenient
method of determining the topology in the measured intensity profile is given by qM = NB �NT where NB(NT ) is the number
of periods in a segment �B(�T ) below (above) the origin where the connecting vertical lines (red arrows) between the two
segments follow a trajectory of constant intensity [33]. d) The fitted topological charge of the observed moiré interference in
our experiments for the {qG1 = 0, qG2 = 4} and {qG1 = 0, qG2 = 7} configurations. The uncertainties shown are statistical.

slit was 500 µm by 500 µm in size and the distance from
the slit to the first phase-grating (camera) was 2.13 m
(4.25 m). The camera pixel size was 50 µm by 50 µm.
The data acquisition time was ⇡ 20 min at each grating
separation distance. A detector normalization image was
obtained by summing phase stepping measurements.

The experiments with the 2D phase-gratings were per-
formed at the the RADEN facility at the Japan Pro-
ton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC) [35]. The
wavelength distribution is shown in Appendix B. The 2D
slit was composed of a sequence of two perpendicular 1D
slits each made by bringing two cadmium pieces together
with the target gap of 500 µm. Two experimental se-
tups were used, one for polychromatic measurements and
the other with a neutron camera with lower dark counts
(⇡ 0) for time-of-flight resolved measurements. For the
first configuration the distance from the slit to the first
phase-grating (camera) was 4.16 m (8.30 m), the camera
pixel size was 100 µm by 100 µm, and the image acqui-
sition time was 4 h at each grating separation distance.
For the second configuration the distance from the slit
to the first phase-grating (camera) was 4.23 m (8.53 m),

the camera pixel size was 31 µm by 31 µm, and the data
acquisition time was 5 h. For each setup configuration a
detector normalization image was obtained from a mea-
surement at a setup configuration that results in zero
contrast. Furthermore, due to the presence of significant
salt and pepper noise a median filter of 5 x 5 pixels was
applied to the final images.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Fork-dislocation phase-gratings

Here we explore the e↵ect of helical structures that
manifest phase singularities in the moiré pattern by in-
troducing a topological charge onto the phase-gratings
themselves. A fork-dislocation phase-grating with period
pG, height D, and topological charge qG has the profile:

� =
Nbc�D

2
sgn [cos (kGx+ qG�)] (1)

D. Sarenac, et. al. “Phase and contrast moiré signatures in two-dimensional cone beam interferometry”, arXiv:2311.02261 
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a) b)

Figure 4.15: The measured a) far-field intensity profile, and b) phase profile measured via
the Michaelson interferometer of Fig. 4.14, of the ` = 420 optical OAM beam. The ring
shape intensity profile and the helical phase structure are clearly visible. The aluminum
SPP used to create this optical OAM beam in reflection mode, would act as a q = 1 SPP
for � = 0.271 nm neutrons in transmission mode.

tion in addition to the azimuthal di↵raction. However this does not change the described
azimuthal asymmetry used to characterize the spin-orbit states. In fact, the asymmetry be-
comes even more pronounced. Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 show the spin dependent momentum
distribution of | Qi and | N=2

LOV
i respectively. Therefore we proposed that an initial exper-

iment be done with LOV prism pairs to maximize the use of the incoming beam flux and
circumvent problems with small coherence lengths.

4.5 Lattices of Optical Spin-Orbit states

4.5.1 Optical OAM

As the methods of generating neutron lattices of spin-orbit states are based on a general
model we can demonstrate the power of these protocols on photon beams by producing a
lattice of states where polarization and OAM are correlated. This can be achieved because
there is an isomorphism between the Bloch sphere representing the spin states of fermions
and that of the Poincaré sphere representing the polarization states of light (see section 1.5).

It is illustrative to see the complementarity between the optical system and the neutron
system. Consider the aluminum SPPs used in the neutron OAM and holography experiments
(see section 3.4 and section 3.5). In those experiments the neutron passed through the
aluminum SPP and acquired an azimuthal phase profile indicative of OAM. However, light
would reflect from the polished aluminum SPPs instead of passing through them. Therefore
in this case it is convenient to use a Michaelson interferometer to image the induced phase
profile. Fig. 4.14 shows the experiment with a SPP whose phase step thickness of 1.6 µm
induces ` = 6 onto the � = 532 nm reflected light.

Optics also allow us to explore higher order OAM beams. Consider an aluminum SPP
with thickness 112 µm which acts as a q = 1 SPP for � = 0.271 nm neutrons. For � = 532 nm
light reflecting from its surface it acts as a q = 420 SPP. Fig. 4.15a is the resulting intensity
distribution in the far-field. The intensity is ring shaped as expected. Placing this SPP into
the Michaelson interferoemter of Fig. 4.14 produces the images shown in Fig. 4.15b. Here
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Neutron Spin-Orbit States
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states possess 1, 0= = ℓ ℓ{ }while the cylindrically polarized states possess 1, 0= - = ℓ ℓ{ }. Hence aπ
spin rotation around ŝ̂ can be used to transform a statewith hybrid polarization geometry into a state with
cylindrical polarization geometry (and vice versa), but not to changeDℓ.

The preparation techniques shown infigure 1 can also produce spin-orbit states with radially dependent spin
orientations. Themain three categories are shown infigure 4: (e) quadrupole spin-orbit state; and two
skyrmion-like states: (f) hedgehog and (g) spiral. The described rules for radially independent spin-orbit states
also apply to these radially dependent spin-orbit states. The quadrupole spin-orbit state is described by
equation (12), while a lattice of any of these three categories of states can be obtained via an appropriate LOV
prismpair combination.

7. Characterization of spin-orbit states

Generally speaking, determining a neutron beam’sOAM is relatively difficult due to the lowflux and small
spatial coherence length. One possiblemethod is to prepare theOAMbeam in one armof an interferometer,
whichwill yield an output beam that is a coherent superposition of theOAMbeamand a reference beam
carrying noOAM [5]. The 2D intensity profile of the output beamwill possess a helical structurewhose order of
rotational symmetry quantifies the inducedOAM. In principle, it would also be possible to verify theOAMof a
neutron beamby transferring theOAM from the beam to an absorbing object or particle, whichwould then
rotate around theOAMaxis as a result. This would be analogous to the optical experiments [11–13], though the
available lowneutron fluxesmake this experiment unpractical.

The spin-orbit states describedby equation (5) are characterized by twoparameters of interest:D = - ℓ ℓ ℓ
and the phase factorβ.Herewedescribe two robust and relatively simplemethods to determine those parameters.
However, it is important to keep inmind thatβwill be varied by thebackgroundquantizationmagneticfieldBz.

7.1.Mapping the 2D intensity profile after spinmixing
The twopaths of aMach–Zehnder interferometer are isomorphic to a two-level quantum system such as the
spin 1 2- DOF. Therefore after amixing in the spinDOF, the spin dependent 2D intensity profiles will possess

Figure 4.The spin orientation (red arrows) of the spin-orbit states with a coupling between 0=ℓ and 1= ℓ , where the ẑ axis
points out of the page. In analogy to optical OAM terminology, wemay classify four categories of spin-orbit states with radially
independent spin orientations: (a) ‘cylindrically polarized states’where the spin orientation is given by P rcos sinb b f= +


( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ,

whereβ is an arbitrary phase; (b) ‘azimuthally polarized states’which are a subset of cylindrically polarized states where P ;f= 
 ˆ

(c) ‘radially polarized states’which are a subset of cylindrically polarized states where P r;= 


ˆ and (d) ‘hybrid polarization states’
where P rsin 2 cos 2f b f b f= + + +


( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ , whereβ is an arbitrary phase.Note that all of the states with a certain , ℓ ℓ{ }differ by a

phase on the spinDOF. The preparation techniques shown in figure 1 can also produce spin-orbit states with radially dependent spin
orientations. Themain three categories are: (e) quadrupole spin-orbit states as described by equation (12); (f)hedgehog skyrmion
states; and (g) spiral skyrmion states. An array of any of these three states can be obtained via the appropriate LOVprismpair
combination.
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Spin-orbit coupling of light has come to the fore in nanooptics and
plasmonics, and is a key ingredient of topological photonics and
chiral quantum optics. We demonstrate a basic tool for incorpo-
rating analogous effects into neutron optics: the generation and
detection of neutron beams with coupled spin and orbital angular
momentum. The 3He neutron spin filters are used in conjunc-
tion with specifically oriented triangular coils to prepare neutron
beams with lattices of spin-orbit correlations, as demonstrated
by their spin-dependent intensity profiles. These correlations can
be tailored to particular applications, such as neutron studies of
topological materials.

neutron optics | orbital angular momentum | spin-orbit coupling

S tudies of optical orbital angular momentum (OAM) have
blossomed since the early 1990s and are now encompassed

in a larger framework of structured waves of light and matter (1,
2). OAM has been induced in beams of light (3), electrons (4–6),
and neutrons (7). Photonic OAM has demonstrated usefulness
in edge-detection microscopy, quantum information processing
protocols, encoding and multiplexing of communications, and
optical manipulation of matter (8–15). Electron OAM beams
have found applications in the characterization of nanoscale
magnetic fields in materials (16) and exploration of magnetic
monopoles (17). Neutron OAM has shown promise in the detec-
tion of buried interfaces (18). Furthermore, it has been theorized
that neutron OAM can modify Schwinger scattering of neu-
trons on nuclei (19), and might also enable studies of neutron’s
internal structure (20).

A related set of techniques have been developed for prepar-
ing and characterizing beams in which the spin and OAM are
correlated. In the case of photons, these “spin-orbit” beams
possess correlations between polarization and the OAM (21,
22), whereas, for electrons and neutrons, the correlations are
between the spin and the OAM (23, 24). Photonic spin-orbit
beams have been demonstrated, and they have enriched the
application range of OAM beams by increasing the number
of accessible degrees of freedom (25–28). Although analogous
preparation methods have been proposed for electrons (23,
29–31), they have yet to be implemented in the laboratory.

In this paper, we demonstrate not only the preparation and
characterization of spin-orbit beams using neutrons but also
neutron beams with a lattice of spin-orbit correlations. Our tech-
nique, which we previously demonstrated with light (32), involves
the preparation of a spin-orbit textured “lattice of vortices”
wavefront. A variety of textures can be generated by this method
(33), including skyrmion-like geometries analogous to those
recently observed in evanescent electromagnetic fields (34). We
expect the techniques shown here to pave the way for neutron
OAM and spin-orbit applications in material characterization
and fundamental physics.

The setup is composed of a slit, 2 3He neutron spin filters,
guide field coils, 2 pairs of specifically orientated triangular coils,
a permalloy tube, and a neutron camera. A 1⇥ 1 mm2 slit was
placed at the start of the setup. The slit sets the lower limit on
the transverse coherence length at the first triangular coil to

�=
�L1

s
⇡ 0.4 µm, [1]

where L1 =0.965 m is the distance from the slit to the first trian-
gular coil and s is the slit width. Although it might be desirable
for some specific applications to reduce the slit width to the
point that the transverse coherence length extends over the beam
diameter, it is not practical in this experiment, as the neutron
peak count rate was ⇠15 s�1 at the camera.

Two 3He cells were used as the spin polarizer and the spin ana-
lyzer, due to their spatially homogeneous neutron polarization
(35). The spin filter direction could be aligned with the ±z axis
at the beamline using the adiabatic fast passage nuclear magnetic
resonance method (36).

To prepare neutron beams with lattices of spin-orbit correla-
tions, we used specifically orientated triangular coils that acted
as “lattice of optical vortices” (LOV) prism pairs (32, 33). They
were arranged to induce magnetic phase gradients perpendicular
to each other as well as to the incoming neutron beam. Therefore
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where the coefficientsCn,ℓ,s are explicitly derived in [18]. There it was also shown that tomaximize the single
particle entanglement between the spin andOAM the quadrupolemagnet should be of such strength and length
as to produce a spin flip over 1.82 times the coherence length of thewavepacket, that is 1.82cr s= ^.

The action of the quadrupolemagnet is shown infigure 1(b). It can be observed that the intensity profile of
the spin state which is correlated to theOAM is now a ring shape.

3.3.Method 3: BB1 sequence
After a neutronwavepacket passes through a quadrupolemagneticfield, themaximally entangled spin-orbit
state, given by q

mSPP
1Y ñ=-∣ (see equation (8)), occurs for 2cr r= . However, the range ofmaximal entanglement

can be increased by using a sequential chain of appropriately oriented quadrupolemagnets.Wewill see that this
results in the ability to increase thewidth of the ideal ring filter without significantly affecting the amount of
spin-orbit entanglement, boosting post-selection performance. To begin, notice that the situationwith a single
quadrupolemagnet resembles a standard over/under-rotation pulse error in spin physics [27]: with afixed
azimuthal coordinatef, as the radial coordinate deviates from the ideal value 2cr r= , the spin undergoes a

rotation about the f̂ axis with a rotation angle greater or less thanπ/2. The amount of such over/under-rotation
isfixed for a given value of ρ.

Figure 2.Overlap, as a function of the radial coordinate ρ, between themaximally entangled spin-orbit state q
mSPP

1Y ñ=-∣ and output states
produced by the followingmethods: (red) the BB1 sequence, ;BB1Y ñ∣ (black) the quadrupole, ;QY ñ∣ (blue) theN=2 sets of LOVprism
pairs, ;N

LOV
2Y ñ=∣ (purple) theN=1 sets of LOVprismpairs, N

LOV
1Y ñ=∣ . In each of these cases, 1.82cr s= ^. Each lattice cell of N

LOV
1Y ñ=∣

is shown to be a good approximation of QY ñ∣ , and the approximation is improved by reapplying the LOVoperator. It is also shown that
the BB1Y ñ∣ has a larger range of radii than QY ñ∣ forwhich the spin andOAMaremaximally entangled.
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Electron OAM obtained using gra7ngs
McMorran et al Science 2011



Back to neutrons



Side view of neutron diffrac?on gra?ngs

2500 x 2500 = 
6,250,000

gratings in square array



In actual use:

Each nanogra2ng sees an l = 0 
input, diffracts coherently.

Intensi7es from individual 
gra#ngs combine in far field.



2

FIG. 1. a) SEM images characterizing the array of fork dislocation phase-gratings used to generate the neutron helical
wavefronts. The array covered a 0.5 cm by 0.5 cm area and consisted of 6,250,000 individual 1 µm by 1 µm fork dislocation
phase-gratings that possesses a period of 120 nm, height 500 nm, and were separated by 1 µm on each sides. Two arrays
were used in the experiment, di↵erentiated by the fact that one possessed a topology q = 3 (shown here) and the other q = 7.
b) Each phase-grating with a fork dislocation generates a di↵raction spectra consisting of di↵raction orders (m) that carry a
well-defined OAM value of ` = m~q. c) The intensity in the far-field is the sum over the signal from all of the individual fork
dislocation phase-gratings. Shown is an example of the collected SANS data.

II. PREPARATION AND DETECTION OF
NEUTRON HELICAL WAVES

Phase-gratings with q-fold fork dislocations are a stan-
dard tool in optics that produce photons with OAM value
of ` = m~q at the mth order of di↵raction [38]. This re-
quires that the transverse coherence length of the light
beam be at least comparable to the dimensions of the
fork dislocation.

Neutron beams have transverse coherence lengths of
microns and fluence rates of 105�107 neutrons/(cm2⇥s).
Observing the neutron signal from a single micron sized
target is impractical. However, we can multiply the sig-
nal by using an N ⇥ N array of micron-sized fork dis-
location gratings. When considering an array it is im-
portant that the overall array size is much smaller than
the di↵raction signal of interest, and that the separation
distance between the individual gratings is large enough
so that it does not induce an observable di↵raction order.

We have fabricated such arrays with N = 2500 on sil-
icon substrates using electron beam lithography. Fig. 1a
shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the

fork dislocation phase-gratings with q = 3. By construc-
tion, the spatial dimensions of the individual gratings are
comparable to the transverse coherence length of our neu-
tron beam. The use of such an array increases the neu-
tron intensity by N2 in a given m > 0 di↵raction order in
the far-field (see Fig. 1b). The individual di↵raction or-
ders in the presented intensity profiles (see Fig. 1c) span
an area of ⇡ 10 cm by 10 cm, were taken over a period
of ⇡ 40 min, and consist of the signal from 6, 250, 000
individual fork dislocation phase-gratings.

To characterize the generated OAM states we can map
out the momentum distribution. Small Angle Neutron
Scattering (SANS) beamlines provide several advantages
as they map the spatial profiles in the far-field, where
the observed intensity distribution is directly determined
by the Fourier transform of the outgoing neutron wave-
function. Having access to the far-field enables the use
of holographic techniques that have been developed for
optical structured waves [38]. Another advantage is the
relatively large flux and the accessibility to a wide range
of wavelengths. And lastly, it is the typical setup used in
material characterization techniques including the con-
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FIG. 4. SEM characterization of the 2D fork dislocation phase-grating array with topology q =7. Shown images are top
view except the top right image that is at the 45� tilt. The array covered a 0.5 cm by 0.5 cm area and consisted of 6,250,000
individual 1 µm by 1 µm fork dislocation phase-gratings, where each grating possessed a period of 120 nm, height 400 nm, and
was separated by 1 µm on each side from the other gratings.

q=3

q=7

FIG. S1. SEM characterization of the 2D fork dislocation phase-grating array with topology q =0, which is the
standard grating profile. Shown images are top view except the top right image that is at the 45� tilt. The array covered
a 0.5 cm by 0.5 cm area and consisted of 6,250,000 individual 1 µm by 1 µm phase-gratings, where each grating possessed a
period of 120 nm, height 450 nm, and was separated by 1 µm on each side from the other gratings.

q=0
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a) b) c)

Y0 800, y0 + 161, x0 – 135, cutoff 0.23 rads/mm
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Something else



Topological Protection and Skyrmions

● Skyrmions represent topologically protected 
magnetic objects in which the spins wrap the entire 
unit sphere.

A. A. Kovalev and S. Sandhoefner, Front. Phys. 6, 98 (2018)

Milde, P., et al., Science. 340, 1076 (2013). 

● The uniform stacking of these spin structures in 
3D produces skyrmion strings which may be 
interrupted along their propaga:on length by 
defects at non-zero temperature.
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Three-dimensional neutron far-field 
tomography of a bulk skyrmion lattice

M. E. Henderson    1,2,9  , B. Heacock    3,9, M. Bleuel    3, D. G. Cory1,4, 
C. Heikes    3, M. G. Huber3, J. Krzywon    3, O. Nahman-Levesqué1,2, 
G. M. Luke    5,6, M. Pula5, D. Sarenac    1,7, K. Zhernenkov1,8 & D. A. Pushin    1,2 

Magnetic skyrmions are localized non-collinear spin textures, characterized 
by an integer topological charge. Commonly observed in thin systems as 
two-dimensional sheets, in three dimensions skyrmions form tubes that are 
thought to nucleate and annihilate along their depth on points of vanishing 
magnetization. However, a lack of techniques that can probe the bulk of 
the material has made it di!cult to perform experimental visualizations of 
skyrmion lattices and their stabilization through defects. Here we present 
three-dimensional visualizations of a bulk Co8Zn8Mn4 skyrmion lattice 
through a tomographic algorithm applied to multiprojection small-angle 
neutron scattering measurements. Reconstructions of the sample show 
a disordered skyrmion lattice exhibiting three-dimensional topological 
transitions through emergent (anti)monopole branching and segmentation 
defect pathways. Our technique provides insights into skyrmion 
stabilization and topological transition pathways in a bulk skyrmion lattice, 
guiding the future development and manipulation of skyrmion materials for 
spintronic applications.

Magnetic skyrmions manifest as spin vortices, whose topological pro-
tection drives particle-like properties and condensation into thermody-
namically stable phases in an external magnetic field1–4. Most commonly 
observed as two-dimensional (2D) structures in metallic materials5–10, 
their quantized emergent magnetic flux1,11–13, which characterizes the 
Berry phase an electron accrues when following the local magnetization 
adiabatically14, generates unique transport phenomena15–17, multiferroic 
behaviour18 and electric controllability via ultralow current densities12,19. 
Such a culmination of features sees skyrmions as promising candidates 
for next-generation low-power spintronic information-processing and 
storage devices20–22.

In three dimensions, the uniform stacking of the 2D skyrmion 
spin structure produces skyrmion tubes elongated along the external 
magnetic field direction, thought to penetrate surface to surface23,24. 

In physical bulk crystal systems at non-zero temperature, a finite den-
sity of defects exists, interrupting the skyrmion string propagation25. 
Because the emergent flux that defines skyrmions is quantized, their 
nucleation and termination is mediated by emergent magnetic charges 
that must also be quantized13. Skrymion tube segmentation and branch-
ing via emergent magnetic monopoles and antimonopoles (denoted 
S+, S−, B+ and B−, respectively) are believed to mediate skyrmion topo-
logical transitions26. Motion of such defects in response to changes in 
external parameters, such as field or temperature conditions, have 
been proposed to drive a change in skyrmion topology through the 
unwinding of individual skyrmions25,26 and the zipping and unzipping 
of neighbouring skyrmion tubes13,26,27. Since total emergent charge is 
conserved, skyrmionic transitions can only take place in three dimen-
sions when emergent (anti)monopoles are either pinned to a material 
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Table 1 | Zeeman term weight in reduced field units h, seeded average magnetization 〈mz〉seed, final average magnetization 
〈mz〉, topological saturation N

sk

/N

max

 and defect densities ρ of the phantoms and associated MSFRs and sample MSFR

h
⟨m

z

⟩

seed

〈mz〉 N

sk

/N

max

 (%) ρbranch (µm−3) ρseg (µm−3) ρtot (µm−3)

Phantom A 0.56 0.40 0.33 65 101 37 138

MSFR A, ideal

0.50 0.30 0.28 52 322 7 329

0.60 0.35 0.32 59 238 13 251

0.75 0.40 0.37 65 150 26 176

MSFR A, lim. proj.

0.50 0.30 0.30 56 299 9 308

0.60 0.35 0.34 60 233 13 246

0.75 0.40 0.40 64 164 24 189

Phantom B 0.75 0.40 0.41 68 47 40 87

MSFR B, ideal

0.60 0.35 0.35 62 138 10 148

0.75 0.40 0.38 64 115 12 127

0.87 0.45 0.42 72 53 31 84

MSFR B, lim. proj.

0.60 0.35 0.35 60 166 6 172

0.75 0.40 0.41 67 88 16 104

0.87 0.45 0.45 69 53 31 84

Phantom C 0.94 0.40 0.47 73 13 103 115

MSFR C, ideal

0.80 0.42 0.41 69 133 27 161

0.94 0.47 0.46 72 54 56 110

1.08 0.52 0.49 72 21 91 112

MSFR C, lim. proj.

0.80 0.42 0.43 69 126 26 152

0.94 0.47 0.49 72 46 63 109

1.08 0.52 0.54 71 23 95 119

MSFR, sample

0.50 0.30 0.25 53 214 6 220

0.60 0.35 0.35 59 163 13 176

0.75 0.40 0.42 63 118 21 139

0.87 0.45 0.48 66 69 37 106
The highlighted rows correspond to the reconstructions that most closely match the known 〈mz〉 parameters—calculated from input phantoms or extracted through susceptibility 
measurements. The reduced field is fixed; all other parameters are computed from the spin density. lim. proj., limited projection.
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a b c d e

100 nm

Fig. 3 | 3D Skyrmion tubes and their topological transition defect pathways. 
Characteristic topological transitions present in the MSFR showing branching 
(B) and segmentation (S) (anti)monopole pathways. Skyrmion topological 
transitions accompanied by a branching monopole-antimonopole pair (a), 
segmentation monopole-antimonopole pair (b), combination of segmentation 
monopole and branching antimonopole (c), and a localized skyrmion filament 
structure cupped by a segmentation monopole-antimonopole pair (d). The 
blue contours outline the skyrmion tubes where the out-of-plane magnetization 
mz = −0.5. Some of the skyrmion tubes are masked to highlight the regions 

undergoing changes in topology. Emergent magnetic charge density contours 
are shown for the two types of skyrmion topological transition processes with 
S+, S−, B+ and B− corresponding to purple, orange, red and green, respectively. 
Branching and segmentation emergent (anti)monopoles are observed to occur 
at transition points along the tubes, displaying distinct spin textures determined 
by the sign of ∂zmz. e, Enlarged spin textures are shown for the labelled branching 
and segmentation (anti)monopoles with each spin corresponding to one voxel. 
All skyrmion features are shown for a depth of 37 voxels, equating to 531 nm 
(Methods).
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FIG. 3. The intensity distributions inside the crystal for the Laue case (left) and Bragg case (right). The top row figures are for the
transmitted path (postselected on +kz momentum) and the bottom row figures are for the reflected path (post selected on −kz momentum). For
each case we plot the output intensity profiles corresponding to the intensity at the end nodes. Lastly, the integrated intensities for the Laue
case are plotted under the crystal figures showing the Pendellösung oscillations with period !H .

the crystal that leads to the Pendellösung oscillations as well
as the output intensity profiles corresponding to the intensity
at the last node.

The diffracted neutron intensity in the Bragg case was
measured by Shull and colleagues [11] using a scanning
slit to determine the beam profile exiting a crystal. In DD
theory the Bragg case has 100% reflectivity for neutrons
falling within a narrow angular range called the Darwin

width

θD = λ2|FH |
πVcell sin2(2θB)

, (35)

which is typically on the order of an arcsecond. Neutrons
outside this range propagate through the crystal and can reflect
off the back face ultimately exiting from the front. Those
neutrons exiting the crystal in this way are spatially displaced

022403-6
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FIG. 4. In red, full line: A Bragg-reflected intensity distribution
measured at the exit face of a crystal by use of a scanning slit,
from Ref. [11]. In black, dotted line: A simulated intensity profile in
the Bragg case, where we have chosen the parameters according to
Eq. (25) and Shull’s experimental parameters. The simulation output
was convolved with the shape of the A peak to account for experi-
mental effects such as slit width and beam momentum distribution.
The points A, B, C, and D correspond to the geometric reflection
points as shown in the inset diagram.

from the primary diffraction peak by an amount 2t/ tan(θB).
In Ref. [11], neutrons (λ = 4.43) were directed at a silicon
crystal with θB = 44.9◦. The results from Ref. [11] are shown
in Fig. 4. The primary peak (labeled A) was measured to
have approximately ten times the intensity of the secondary
peak (labeled B). Two additional small peaks were observed
in locations corresponding to neutrons exiting the corners of
the crystal.

In the same figure, we have overlaid the output of our
simulation model (dashed black curve). The model parameters
such as γ and the number of nodes were calculated from the
experimental parameters found in Ref. [11] using the relation-
ship presented in Eq. (25) and by setting γ to π

50 . The model is
able to accurately simulate the features observed in the experi-
mental intensity, such as the presence of a primary peak at the
first geometrical reflection point, as well smaller secondary
peaks, which appear where the neutron has reflected off of the
back face and corners of the crystal. To obtain a proper inten-
sity profile from the simulations, it is necessary to account for
the shape of the incoming beam. This can be accomplished
by convolving the simulation output with the experimentally
obtained shape of the first (A) peak. The QI model enables
one to easily vary the geometry of the crystal that is being
analyzed. It is possible to vary the angle of the CD side of the
crystal in the simulations. By performing a least-squares fit,
it is found that good agreement is obtained when the CD side
of the crystal is at an angle of 91.35◦ ± 0.07◦ relative to the
AC side. The QI model can also be applied to the simulate the
data from the corner of a Bragg crystal as shown in Fig. 17 of
Ref. [11]. The same crystal geometry, parameters (including
the 91.35◦ corner angle) and beam characteristics as that of
our Fig. 4 were used. Here it was required to estimate for the
physical location of the beam entrance point with respect to
the corner of the crystal (the “m/c” parameter) as it was not
specified in Ref. [11]. We find good agreement when the beam
is set to enter the crystal 6.2 mm away from the corner point.
The results displayed in Fig. 5 once again demonstrate that

FIG. 5. In red, full line: The neutron intensity profile reflected
from the corner of a Bragg crystal, from Ref. [11]. The profile calcu-
lated by Shull is displayed as a full red line, and the corresponding
experimental data points are showed. m/c is a parameter describing
the position of the scanning slit [11]. In black, dotted line: The QI
model simulation where the parameters were varied to obtain a good
match with the experimental data. The output intensity profile was
convoluted with the same profile as in Fig. 4.

the model is a good match for experimental data in the mixed
Laue-Bragg case.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have shown that the quantum information model for
dynamical diffraction developed by Nsofini et al. exactly re-
duces to the spherical wave solutions of the Takagi-Taupin
equations in the Laue case, in the limit where the density
of nodes in the simulation environment approaches infinity.
However, even with a relatively small number of nodes the
model is in excellent agreement with the existing results of
DD theory. Furthermore, we have shown that the model can
be extended successfully to incorporate the Bragg geome-
try, either in the pure Bragg or the mixed Laue-Bragg case,
where it is a good match for existing experimental data. This
demonstrates that this model is a useful tool to approach
complex diffraction problems where the theory might not
allow for a full description, such as when designing novel
optical elements with complex shapes or accounting for strain
and incoming beam phase space considerations in precision
experiment.
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APPENDIX: TAKAGI-TAUPIN EQUATIONS

For this derivation, we follow Ref. [3]. Inside the crystal,
the neutron wavefield can be presented in the form of a sum
of plane waves (wave packet)

ψ (r) =
∑

h

ψheKh·r, (A1)
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Abstract
Using the quantum information model of dynamical diffraction we consider a neutron cavity
composed of two perfect crystal silicon blades capable of containing the neutron wavefunction. We
show that the internal confinement of the neutrons through Bragg diffraction can be modelled by a
quantum random walk. Furthermore, we introduce a toolbox for modelling crystal imperfections
such as surface roughness and defects. Good agreement is found between the simulation and the
experimental implementation, where leakage beams are present, modelling of which is impractical
with the conventional theory of dynamical diffraction. Analysis of the standing neutron waves is
presented in regards to the crystal geometry and parameters; and the conditions required for
well-defined bounces are derived. The presented results enable new approaches to studying the
setups utilizing neutron confinement, such as the experiments to measure neutron magnetic and
electric dipole moments.

1. Introduction

The advancement of silicon fabrication techniques in the 20th century has enabled the use of perfect crystals
in neutron science to resolve dynamical diffraction (DD) effects. The most successful application was perfect
crystal neutron interferometry where three well-polished blades from a single ingot of silicon achieve
centimeter-scale path separation and coherent superposition [1–5]. Hallmark experiments with a perfect
crystal neutron interferometer (NI) include the first demonstration of gravity on a quantum particle [6],
probing of dark energy/fifth forces [7, 8], observing the 4π symmetry of spinor rotation [9], and observing
neutron orbital angular momentum [10–14].

The theory of DD models the neutron propagation through perfect crystals. Albeit powerful, it becomes
impractical when considering complicated geometries. For example, neutron cavities that employ DD have
been experimentally investigated for use as a neutron storage device [15–21], and work has been done to
analyze Bragg reflection between two perfect crystal plates with DD [22, 23]. However, in-depth modelling of
the neutron propagation through a cavity and parameter analysis is lacking.

The recently introduced quantum information (QI) model of DD attempts to simplify the mathematics
by treating the neutron propagation as a quantum random walk [24–27]. Good agreement has been found
between the model and the standard DD effects such as the Borrmann triangle, pendellösung oscillations,
and the spatial intensity profiles of the NI paths.

Here we apply the QI model of DD to the case of a neutron cavity built from two perfect crystal silicon
blades. We show that such an arrangement can contain the neutron wavefunction. The behaviour of the
neutron modes inside the cavity is characterized with respect to the cavity geometry, and good agreement is
found between an initial experimental implementation and the model. In addition to providing new insights

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by IOP Publishing Ltd on behalf of the Institute of Physics and Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft
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Figure 6. (a) A depiction of how surface roughness and defects are simulated with the QI model. Black nodes are Bragg diffracting
operators representing the silicon crystal (equation (2)). Blue nodes are free space operators (equation (9)) that are used for the
gap between the blades and crystal imperfections that induce decoherence. (b) The experimental implementation of a neutron
cavity using two perfect crystal silicon blades and a position sensitive neutron detector above the top blade. Using the described
QI model of DD we can simulate the neutron propagation through the cavity. Here the nodes outside the two crystals act as
identity matrices, while a quantum random walk occurs inside the two crystals (γ = π

50
in equation (7)). No further physics or

boundary conditions are present. Neutrons are incident to the bottom face of the top crystal at the Bragg angle. The geometric
trajectory of the neutron as it bounces back and forth is clearly visible between the two crystals. Shown above in black is the
experimental measurement corresponding to this geometry. Overlaid in the solid red line, is the intensity obtained via the QI
model. Note that as shown in [27], the QI model accounts for experimental parameters by convolving the intensity output with
the shape of the exiting beam. Good agreement is found between the simulation and experiment.

The simulated intensity profile in figure 6(b) is an average over 10 runs to avoid features from randomly
located defects. We find good agreement with the measured intensity profile when 28% of the nodes within
one∆H (in this case∆H = 38.98 µm) of the four parallel crystal faces are identity nodes.

5. Conclusion and discussion

In conclusion, we have applied the QI model of DD to the case of a neutron cavity composed of two perfect
crystal silicon blades. The model enables us to study the dependence of the cavity modes on the system
geometry. Full analysis is provided and good agreement is found between an experimental implementation
and the simulation of the particular setup.

Several exciting applications and proposed measurements rely on neutron confinement inside such
cavities. Our work presents an in-depth analysis of the neutron behaviour inside the crystal blades and the
crystal spacing. Therefore, we expect that the QI model will become a standard and easily-accessible tool
used for experimental analysis that relies on neutron DD.
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